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Abstract. We present the method of user privacy protection in Content-Centric
Networking (CCN) based on Oblivious Transfer (OT). Content-Centric Networking (CCN) is new network architecture to match the modern Internet usage
by switching host-to-host model to content based model. Although the caching
mechanism in CCN has made full use of bandwidth resource, there are certain
risks that critical user data might be exposed to third-party, and very little effort
has been made on ensuring such security. In this paper, Oblivious Transfer has
been proposed for CCN security usage. We setup the requirements for user privacy protection in CCN, and propose CCN-CPIR, a fully user privacy protection scheme based on OT. Then, we design and implement CCN-CPIR based on
1-n OT protocol using C++. CCN-CPIR not only provides fully user privacy
protection, but also outperforms former Java implementation in speed, which is
a strong concern in CCN router implementation. Finally, we set up an experimental platform in LAN and conduct performance evaluation. Our experimental
results show the potentials for practical usage as improved efficiency.
Keywords: Content Centric Network, Privacy, Oblivous Tranfer, Private Informantion Retrieval, Performance Evaulation
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Introduction

The Internet is a de-facto big content pools with big content dissemination overlay
network such as big Web sites, CDN and P2P networks, while its original design is to
share computing resources with remote users in host-to-host model. To address the

un-match in-between Internet usage and its design model, a new network architecture
called Content-Centric Networking (CCN), aka Named Data Networking, is recently
proposed by Von Jacobson et al. [1-3]. The fundamental principles of CCN have been
shared with other designs such as Content-Oriented Network(CON) Architecture or
Information-Centric Networking(ICN) [16, 19-20].
In CCN, a unique identifier of content has been assigned by user or ISP. The
content is requested by its name instead of where (host) it is. The CCN content router
will transparently cache content for future access. Because of these content-oriented
features, CCN possesses many useful advantages in content delivery. Currently most
of the research work focuses on CCN naming, caching, routing and security as
suggested in [1].
Privacy protection in Information-Centric Networking (ICN) is the highlight
research topics as pointed out in [18]. S. Arianfar et al. [4] present an privacy
protection approach to leverages computational asymmetry by forcing the adversary
to perform sizable computations to reconstruct each content request, hence to deter an
adversary to effectively monitor the content requests of a large number of users. In
CCN scenario, the content router aggregates all the same content requests, and a
content provider may not know which content is accessed by which user, which seems
a kind of built-in privacy protection scheme. But all the content in network will be
requested, routed and disseminated by name, the users’ access behavior exposed to
the network, hence a big challenge to user privacy which thwarts the practical
deployment of CCN. Some related researches[5-8] have already concerned privacy
protection in CCN.
In our research work, CCN user privacy protection scheme is investigated among
the three participants: user, CCN-ISP and CCN-content provider. We propose CCNCPIR, a user privacy protection scheme based on Oblivious Transfer (OT) to address
the requirements for user privacy protection in CCN. Then, we design and implement
CCN-CPIR based on 1-n OT protocol using C++, which not only provides user privacy protection, but also improves the Java-version PIR implementation. Finally, an
experimental platform in LAN is set up and CCN-CPIR is evaluated and experiments
results show the potentials for practical usage as improved efficiency.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section II introduces the challenges
of user privacy protection and design requirements, and the fundamentals of OT protocol. Section Ⅲ describes the design and implementation of CCN-CPIR user privacy protection scheme. Section Ⅳ describes the evaluation in our experimental platform and give some insights on the results. And finally Section Ⅴ
concludes the paper.

2

Background

2.1 User privacy protection challenges in CCN
Tobias Lauinger [5] investigates the security and scalability problem in CCN. CCN
consist of three participants and four components. The participants includes end users,

content sources, and ISPs connect end users and sources by forwarding Interests and
data. The four components include end user equipment, routers, content sources, and
links. The potential attackers include malicious end users, ISP and content source or
provider and attack can target to any of the four components.
Every data may be cached at any CCN content router, while combined with
intrinsic support for multicast or broadcast delivery this leads to a very efficient use of
the network when many people are interested in the same content. But this also cause
privacy issues.
In a so-called cache snooping attack [5], a malicious neighbor attack that aims at
extracting communication traces from a cache is called the cache snooping attack, i.e.
obtaining a copy of the cache’s contents, Analyzing access to a given name, and
Cloning conversations.
Filip Pitaru [6] discusses the ethical and legal implications, privacy and security
concerns about CCN as new experimental technologies, and points out that if the
security and privacy concerns of CCN have not been addressed, the CCN cannot be
deployed and implemented in a large scale practical usage.
To solve the privacy concern in content oriented network includes CCN, Somaya
Arianfer et al. [4] propose a privacy preserving scheme for content oriented network.
This scheme make the attacker cost highly computation to acquire user privacy,
though this scheme cannot provide ideal privacy protection.
2.2 Design requirements for user privacy protection
We consider our propose scheme satisfied the following requirements.
1)

Privacy protection

We assume neither malicious ISP nor end users can break the user privacy protection
scheme without the confirmation of users.
2)

Non-infrastructure support

Caching introduces a fundamental tradeoff between efficiency and privacy. The CCN
protocol efficiently delivers named content rather than connecting hosts to other hosts.
We assume that the infrastructure will perform the basic CCN functions, such as
routing and transmission without no special privacy-oriented services or mechanisms
in content router.
3)

Cache Snooping Resistant

We assume even the malicious end users who shared with victim users with the same
cache in content router, and launch cache snooping attack cannot break the user’s
privacy.

2.3 Obvlious Transfer
Oblivious Transfer Protocol, simply called OT, is a more stringent version of Private
Information Retrieval, acronyms PIR. Michael O. Rabin [9-14] firstly propose this
wholly new idea in 1984. And it is now still an ongoing hot research in this area.
The OT protocol usage scenario is described as follows: Alice possesses a set of
contents x1 , x2 , , xn , Bob is interested in the content specified by subscript b

( 1 ≤ b ≤ n ), but will not allow Alice to know what is he really interested. After
finishing 1-n OT interaction in-between both sides, this delicate scheme make Bob
fulfills what is his expectation, and acquire the content xb , while Alice know
nothing about which content bob has really retrieved.
The detailed interactive process in shown in Table 1, wherein as one can see the
communication complexity of OT protocol is O(n) .
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TABLE I.

1-N OBLIVOUS TRANSFER PROTOCOL BASED ON RSA PKCS

Although many theoretic works have been done in this area, rather few
implementations have been published. In the following section, we will propose a new
C++ implementation of 1-n oblivious transfer protocol, improving the former Java
implementation with faster encryption. This implementation can be better used in
potential application scenery of oblivious transfer.
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The design and implementation of CCN-CPIR

Our design also follows today’s standard router memory hierarchy. The packet store
is kept in the DRAM and the index table is kept in the SRAM. The design of packet
store follows the description in [9]. But the design of index table is quite different.
We will detail our design in the following.
3.1 CCN-CPIR protocol
Assume Bob does not trust the interactive process. He indeed need to query Alice for
something but will not allow Alice to know what he really interested in. Note that in
CCN all the interaction will be cached in access content router, the malicious end user
might try to launch cache snooping attack to break the bob’s privacy.
To deal with the privacy issue in CCN, we design the CCN-CPIR protocol based
on 1-n OT protocol. The detailed interactive process is shown as follows:
1)

Acquire Alice’s public key and public parameters
Bob ---- >>>> Alice
Interest: /Alice/OT/PK_certficate
In return,
Alice ---- >>>> Bob
Data: PK_certificate (N,e)

2)

Transfer n random messages
Bob ---->>>> Alice
Interest: /Alice/OT/nonce_random_messages
In return,
Alice ---- >>>> Bob
Data: nonce, x1 , x2 , , xn

3)

Transfer query parameter v
Alice---->>>> Bob
Interest: /Bob/OT/nonce_query_parameter
In return,
Bob ---- >>>> Alice
Data: v

4)

Transfer query results
Bob---->>>>Alice
Interest: /Alice/OT/v_results/
In return,
Alice ---- >>>> Bob
Data: m ′ , m ′ , , m ′
0

1

n

Note: nonce is one time random number specified by Bob in each session.
3.2 CCN-CPIR architecture
CCN-CPIR architecture is shown in Figure 1. For the performance issues, we
implement our project with C++.
All the basic libs are defined in common.h, which defines 8-bit, 16-bit, 32-bit, and
64-bit integer.
The fundamental function in Number theory is defined in nalgo.h and nalgo.cpp,
such as extended Euclidean algorithm, inverse and power operations.
Content source message access interface is defined in message.h and message.cpp.
In our implementation, the entire content messages store consists of an array of
integers; string conversion can be supported in the future. The random message
generation is also implemented in the message module.
The basic public key interface is defined in key.h and key.cpp, RSA PKCS is also
implemented in key.cpp based on the number theory algorithm defined in nalgo
module, as the fundamental component of OT protocol.

Figure 1.

Architecture design of CCN-CPIR.

The client side (Bob) and server sider (Alice) is defined in server.h and client.h
We make the final CCN-CPIR open source, and the full version can be checked in
Google code [17].
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Experimental Evaluation Of CCN-CPIR

4.1 Experiment settings
Our experiment is performed on the experimental platform. Our machines use the 2.5
GHz Intel Core2 Duo CPU and 4GB of RAM. The operation system is Windows 7
Ultimate. The communication between client and server is in Ethernet LAN
environment. Hence the latency is mostly reflecting the encryption and decryption
cost.

4.2 Experiment results
The performance of CCN-CPIR is evaluated by the time consumption of the retrieval
of entire content store using 1-n oblivious transfer. We increase the volume number of
the content items in content stores gradually and measure the time consumption.
Table 2. Experiments results when n <107
size

101

102

103

104

105

106

107

time(ms)

29

30

35

75

453

4648

51340

As shown in Table 2, when the volume (n < 10000) in content stores is small, the
difference in time consumption is quite small, because most of the time is cost by the
process of encryption/decryption and communication delay.
Table 3. Experiments results when n >105
size

105

2x 105

time(ms)

453

959

4x105
1948

8x105
4005

16x105
7976

32x105
16072

64x105
32897
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After the volume number reaches 10 , we make volume number increased more
steadily and the results are shown in Table 3. When the number is large enough, the
time spending is in a linear with the number. The results are shown in Fig. 2.

Figure 2.

Performance evaluation of CCN-CPIR.

When the volume of the content store is about 106 (1 million), the time
consumption is nearly about 5 second, which is still in an acceptable level.
In consideration of high communication complexity issue, there's also a solution
to reduce communication complexity by deploying data across multiple uncooperative
servers, which vastly increase usability of OT method. However, this approach still
requires the O(n) 1-n OT implementation as building blocks. So it is still critical to
address high performance 1-n OT implementation.
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Conclusion And Future Work

CCN is a promising architecture to solve the mismatch between Internet usage and its
communication model in new ways. However, the users’ privacy (content request and
access behavior) will fully be exposed to the network. Hence a big challenging issue
deters the users’ adoption and thwarts the practical deployment of CCN.
Oblivious Transfer is a protocol whose theory has been well studied, and it is a
powerful tool when applied to ensure CCN's security. In this way, content are
ciphered during their path to the destination, and the data client retrieved from the
server will be fully protected. This is especially useful when security-related
application comes to CCN network, such as electrical payments, authentication and so
on.
Moreover, such "marriage" will ask for a fundamental requirement of
performance, and as the conducted experiment suggests, CCN-CPIR has shown an
acceptable running speed in CCN application. And there will be a good trade off to
reach the balance of security and performance.
The future work includes using elliptic curve cryptosystem PKCS instead of RSA
cryptosystem, and performance improvement in encryption and decryption speed.
Also, the conversion between the string and integer need to be further studied in CPIR
implementation.
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